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Movkit iPhone Suite includes : Movkit iPhone Video Converter and Movkit DVD to iPhone
Ripper

 With Movkit iPhone Video Converter , You can convert all popular video formats like AVI,
RMVB, RM, MP4, WMV, MPEG, MKV, MOV, VOB, OGM, FLV to iPhone MP4/MP4 AVC
Video, iPod and Apple TV Movie format.

Using Movkit DVD to iPhone Ripper , You can Rip all kinds of DVD to iPhone MP4 Video,
iPod MP4 and Apple TV movie with excellent quality and high conversion speed.

Main Functions

Convert AVI, DivX, XviD and WMV to excellent quality iPhone video formats with high
speed.

Quickly backup the formats, like MPEG, MPG, DAT and FLV as iPhone MP4 with nice
image and fine sound.

Other popular video formats, such as MOV, QT, ASF, VOB, RMVB, RM, MP4, MKV,
OGM etc.are also supported by this software.

All the video formats mentioned above can be quickly converted to the sound-quality
audio formats (MP3, M4A, WAV) supported by iPhone.

DVD to iPhone Converter

Quickly convert DVD to iPhone video formats with excellent image and wonderful sound.

VOB to iPhone Converter

Backup VOB as sound-quality iPhone video format with exceedingly high speed.

IFO to iPhone Converter

The IFO files can also be transformed to the high-quality iPhone video formats.

Rip and convert DVD to iPhone Audio MP3.

Key Features

Offers simple and explicit interface, which makes for easy handling of this software.
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Batch files conversion provided to convert a number of DVD or Video files
simultaneously!

Variety of default iPhone video profiles, like high-quality, good-quality etc., lets you
minimize the routine and do the job that requires hours in just a few minutes!

Magic Preview is available for the users to see the movie, which will be played in the
iPhone before converting or during the process of conversion.

Offers various kinds of video play mode (16:9, 4:3, full screen ) and visual function of
picture cropping makes the software more convenient to use.

Size Compacting: converts a whole DVD to a single iPhone video file.

The software can save custom settings of the user as presets and use them in future
video conversion.

Movkit iPhone Video Converter can convert all popular video formats with two
decoding modes

DirectShow Mode : Use DirectShow decoding for decompressing with installed codec on your
operating system. It supports external subtitles and MKV subtitles stream. It can use
hardware codec decoding capability, high flexibility, and strong expansion.

Built-In Decoder Mode: A powerful built-in decoder mode to support dozens of formats
decoder. Rapid and Steady. Not dependent on Windows codec. Good compatibility.

Movkit DVD to iPhone Ripper. All encoders/decoders are built-in so that there is no
dependence on Windows Codecs.You can also convert all supported formats while
backing-up the DVD to iPhone Video.

High DVD ripping speed

Fully supports Intel Pentium D Dual-Core Processor and AMD Athlon 64 X 2 Dual-Core
Processor; supports multi-threading with no limitation on speed; detects your CPU model
automatically, and offers you the quickest ripping speed.

 

System Requirement

Windows 2000/2003/XP and Windows Vista;
1000MHz Intel or AMD CPU, or above;
512 MB RAM or more;
100 MB free hard disk space.
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